B6-Week of 6/8/2020
Activities and More Support can be found:
http://resourcesforearlylearning.org/
https://www.secondstep.org/
___________________________________________________________________
This week’s EYE SPY mission!
Find something GREY.
Find something that is BUMPY.
Find something that is BEAUTIFUL –Once you find something that is beautiful – explain why it
is beautiful to you.

ART
Painting with orange, red and yellow.
Paint Rocks
Toilet Paper Roll Binoculars

With these binoculars, your little explorer can go on an exciting expedition to whenever
their imaginations take them.

Materials needed: Toilet paper tubes (2), String, Tape or Glue, crayons and anything you
can decorate with.

MATH
Cloud Watching- What shapes are the clouds making?
Use the bears from the backpack- Sort them, count them, make them into a pattern.
Take about more, less, same/equal

SCIENCE
Solar Oven S’mores- Line a shoebox or pizza box with tin foil on the top and bottom.
Take graham crackers and add chocolate and mini marshmallows on top, inside of the
box. Cover the s’mores with a layer of plastic wrap to protect from bugs getting in. Prop
the box open enough for sun to shine inside the box. The sun will reflect off of the tin
foil and melt the marshmallows and chocolate. This project takes some waiting time so
if you start in the morning, you will have a dessert by lunch time.

Go on a Nature Walk– How many of these items did you see?

Build a tent inside or outside- what can you use for materials? Blankets, couch cushions,
pillows, get creative!

LETTERS AND LETTER SOUNDS
Use the Camping Words listed on the next page. What letters do you see? What sounds
do they make?
Use the letter flash card from the back pack to review each letter and the sounds they
make.
What can you find in the house that starts with each letters?
Lay the cards on the floor mixed up. Sing the alphabet and pick the cards up along the
way.

PLAY
Have a picnic with your family- a real one or pretend. What will you take on your picnic?
How will you carry everything that you need?
Go on a bear hunt! Here’s a song that we hear at school a lot. Pretend you’re going on a
bear hunt of your own. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F6OVwsnuXY&list=PLBzatQDWIebl7vBmEDm6HiELHgsxq1ksu

Pretend to go fishing- What kind of fish did you catch? What would you do after you
caught one?

READING
Flashlight Reading

This is a very fun activity to with your children. First thing you will need to do is find an
interesting book. It can be your child favorite book or any other book you think your child will
be interested in. Second, find a dark spot or build with your child, you can use a blanket or you
can make a tent using chairs and a blanket. Third, you will need a flashlight. And fourth read,
read, read.

Camping Themed Books for Kids – Check your libraries digital library, YouTube or
EPIC for these books and more.
Our Great Big Backyard by Laura Bush and Jenna Bush Hager
A family takes a trip across America, stopping in several national parks to camp
and see the sights.
Bailey Goes Camping by Kevin Henkes
Bailey’s brother and sister go camping with the scouts but Bailey is too young to
go. Mama comes up with a plan for Bailey to enjoy the same activities right at
home.
Oh So Quiet! by Lindsey Craig
Boys in a tent hear noises in the quiet night.
Llama Llama Loves Camping by Anna Dewdney
Llama Llama and his friends discover that it can be fun to camp out.

Scare a Bear by Kathy-Jo Wargin
What would you do to scare a bear? What if the bear isn’t easy to scare?
Gray Squirrels by G.G. Lake
This nonfiction book looks at the life of a familiar forest animal.
Owls by Mary R. Dunn
Photographs and facts about these nocturnal birds.
Over in the Forest: Come and Take a Peek by Marianne Berkes
The text of this book is a variation of the song/rhyme “Over in the Meadow.” This
book spotlights forest animals and their babies.
Counting in the Forest by Rebecca Rissman
A simple counting book, from 1-20, with photographs of forest animals.

Read a story to your teacher!!! Send me an email of when you would like to set up a zoom call,
and your child can read to me and I can read to them. aeze@pw4c.org

DRAWING / WRITING
Draw a map of where you have to go on your bear hunt
Try writing some of these words- what do these letters spell?

Social Emotional:
How many ways can you show kindness? Can you think of other ways besides these
ones? Try and do as many of these acts of kindness as you can each day.

